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PLUS Digitsole Tech that really gets under foot 

Kengo Kuma
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↑ Callidus Guild

Callidus Guild introduces 
Sacred Geometries, a collection 
of hand-plastered wallpapers. 
Each Sacred Geometries paper 
is an exclusive composition 
made by skilled artisans from 
eco-friendly materials. 
The three patterns are: 
Pennant, which consists of 
flocks of triangles creating a 
randomised harmony; 
Tessellation, which explores 
concepts of symmetry through 
tiling; and Folded Origami, 
inspired by the traditional craft. 
Callidus Guild’s library of 
hand-painted wallpapers is 
constantly evolving. In addition 
they also offer the Sacred 
Geometries collection in a 
variety of colours and lengths.
callidusguild.com

↑ Camira

Global textile innovator  
Camira has launched its first 
edition of the company’s trend 
forecast, Equilibrium: Global 
Trend Directions 2016/17, which 
looks at the leading trends for 
commercial interiors. Camira’s 
Global Trend Directions 
provides insight into four 
trends – Discovery, Perspective, 
Nature Lab and Artisan. Each 
trend begins with a leading 
photograph by Rian Crabtree 
to encapsulate the theme. The 
colour combinations have been 
carefully crafted to evoke new 
ideas, opportunities and 
emotions. Camira reinforces 
the themes with a palette of 
coloured fabrics to demonstrate 
how the colours work together. 
camirafabrics.com

↓ Ghizlan el Glaoui

Moroccan artist Ghizlan el 
Glaoui has developed a unique 
take on mosaic art that fuses 
ancient paint techniques with 
interactive LED lighting. 
Inspired by her Berber heritage, 
Ghizlan uses a geometrical 
method employed in fresco art 
to capture the essence of her 
subjects on canvas, which she 
then illuminates from behind, 
allowing the user to change 
the colour and temperature 
of the light remotely, 
depending on the time of day. 
Available in any size, the result 
is a series of distinctive 
paintings reminiscent of 
glittering Byzantine mosaics 
that would work well for 
commercial projects.
ghizlanelglaoui.com

↓ Granorte

Granorte introduces Vita Décor, 
a stunning new collection of 
digitally designed cork flooring 
for 2016. Alongside 14 parquet 
effects, Granorte introduces a 
range of seven extraordinary 
tile patchwork designs that 
echo Parisian apartments and 
Moroccan Cadiz. Vita Décor 
benefits from the acoustic, 
thermal and comfort properties 
of cork, negating many of the 
disadvantages of other hard 
flooring types. Easy to install, 
Vita Décor comes with 
Microban antibacterial 
protection, as well as the high 
performance WEARTOP finish 
for a surface that resists scuffs 
and is easy to maintain. 
granorte.co.uk


